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Abstract
People share real-time updates on social media platforms (i.e. Twitter) when disaster occurs, this
information is very valuable for disaster relief and response teams as it can alert them
immediately in order to prioritize tasks. Text mining and Machine learning algorithm can scan the
huge generated unstructured data on social media platforms such as Twitter, to spot such
information through keywords and phrases that refers to disasters. One challenge that the
algorithm might face is whether a tweet text is talking about a real disaster or uses those
keywords as a metaphor, which can lead to huge mislabeling of tweets. Hence, this research aims
on using Natural Language Processing (NLP) and classification models to distinguish between real
and fake disaster tweets. The dataset was acquired from Kaggle website, and it contain tweets
that are related to real disasters, and other tweets that refers to fake disasters. Furthermore,
using RStudio software, exploratory data analysis (EDA), feature selections, and data cleaning
were performed prior to the data modeling, two different training to testing split were tested. In
addition, four classifiers were built, which are SVM, KNN, Naïve Bayes, and XGBoost. As a result,
the best accuracies achieved with 80/20 ratio split, and with using the whole dataset rather than
sampling, SVM and XGBoost performed well with accuracies of 80% and 78% respectively, while
KNN suffered overfitting (99% accuracy) and Naïve Bayes performed poorly (65%).

Keywords: Disaster Tweets, Machine learning, Text Classification, Text Preprocessing
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background Information
In the last decade, social media platform (e.g. Twitter, Instagram, Facebook and Snapchat)
became very popular among the world, and the amount of unstructured data generated by
users from all are unprecedented, where people can share their opinions on different
subjects and discuss certain issues and complaints (Agarwal et al. 2011). This provides an
opportunity for different businesses, where by using data analytics tools and algorithms,
they can know more about how people feel and obtain a sentimental reaction (Çeliktuğ,
2018), which in its way can help in applications such as marketing, political campaign, crisis
management, and several other fields.
One significant application is using sentiment analysis for disaster relief and response teams,
people that are near a live disaster can post that on their social media accounts instantly,
and the idea here is to analyze that piece of text, and if it refers to a disaster (wild fire,
earthquake, etc.), that can help in mobilizing response teams immediately. Furthermore,
one challenge that an algorithm might face in analyzing a text, is to differentiate whether it
talks about a real disaster, or it is just a humor, irony, or a metaphor. For example, the
following tweet: “Twitter is just here to destroy your childhood” ("Natural Language
Processing with Disaster Tweets | Kaggle", 2021), even though the word ‘destroy’ was used
as a metaphor, it is challenging for a machine learning algorithm to filter out that metaphor,
which can cause confusion in detecting and reporting both actual and fake disasters based
on those tweets and keywords.
1

1.2 Statement of the Problem
Social media platforms revolutionized the way people share information in an
unprecedented manner. This paradigm can be utilized by emergency response teams to be
aware of major disasters in advance, with the aid of advanced automated machine learning
algorithm. However, algorithm can find it challenging in differentiating whether the piece of
information (tweets, posts, etc.…) is describing an actual event, a rumor, sarcasm, irony, or
a mere metaphor. So, it is very important to develop a solution to enhance the ability of
machine learning algorithms to distinguish real information from fake or metaphors.

1.3 Project Aims and Objectives
The aim of this project is to apply the knowledge and skills in the field of data analysis and
machine learning to build a classification model based on supervised learning that can
accurately identify whether a piece of information (tweet text) is referring to a real disaster
or not. Hence, supporting disaster relief and response teams to accurately response to real
disaster and not fake ones.

1.4 Research Methodology
This study will be following the CRISP-DM methodology, as follows:
Step 1: Business Understanding
First, we have to understand what are the business benefits that we are trying to achieve
in this study. Moreover, in our case, creating a classification model that can classify real
disaster tweets from fake one can be significant. Disaster relief teams can have an earlier
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notice if they can ensure that a posted tweet is referring to a real disaster, while if the
real and fake tweets cannot be distinguished, such response teams will not rely on social
media platform, although they illustrated their benefit with providing real-time
information.
Step 2: Data Understanding
In the second step, the dataset is to be explored, the aim is to look into the data, observe
the features and records, and visualize attributes in order to have a better understanding
on how they are correlated with the output results.
Step 3: Data Pre-processing
In the third step, the collected dataset will be examined and prepared, since the dataset
contains tweets text, data cleaning steps will involve removing URLs, symbols, emojis,
accounts mention (@user), hash-tags (#), as well as dealing with null values within the
dataset. In addition, the dataset will be split into training and testing subsets. The aim is
to have a clean dataset prior to the model building step.
Step 4: Modeling
In the fourth step, RStudio software will be used to build multiple supervised classification
models, such as K-nearest neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random
Forest, and Logistic Regression. The goal is to test how various classifier will perform on
the training subset.
Step 5: Evaluation

3

In the final step, the classifiers that were built based on the training subset will be
evaluated and compared to the testing subset. Here the confusion matrix will be the main
evaluating tool, where recall, precision, accuracy, F-score and other parameters can be
calculated.

1.5 Limitations of the Study
This study was limited based on the availability of the data set, disaster related agencies
usually have confidentiality that prevent them from sharing up-to-date information about
how certain text can be flagged. Therefore, an offline data set collected from Twitter, that
contains thousands of tweets that are labeled as real or fake disaster related tweet.
Therefore, the study will be limited on a set of data that might capture a portion of
disaster related tweets, and it will be on an offline tweets.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
According to Rani et al. (2016), Tweets can be taken as a raw data for opinion extraction to
help in providing business intelligence, and assist in strategic decision making, and can be used
in various fields, such as analyzing customer satisfaction, all of that is finally related to sentiment
analysis/opinion mining. Sentiment analysis is method of determining the sentiment (opinion) of
a user on a certain topic (e.g. Positive, Negative) (Samuels et al., 2013). Furthermore, in our case,
the problem that we are dealing with is to determine if the use of a certain words is referring to
a real disaster or if it is being figuratively. According to Patterson (2013) metaphors lacks the
conventional referents of a word, while Ghosh et al. (2015) considered three classes of figurative
language, and they are: Irony, Sarcasm, and Metaphor. In addition, they also considered the use
of this language to be a challenge for Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools, where it does not
take into account the way of using such words creatively, and that figurative language could be
used generally in any genre, especially that social media platforms are being used by all kind of
people with different interest and that it is more of casual rather than a professional platform.
Tweets text content contains text, links, symbols, emojis and shapes, and prior any further
analysis, it usually requires some data pre-processing to bring it to a ‘standard’ form. Madichetty
et al. (2021), Arun et al. (2017), and Nikam et al. (2020) performed similar data pre-processing
steps, and they were:
•

Changing tweets letters to lower case.

•

Removing stop words, URLs, user mentions (@user), hash-tags (#), symbols, emojis.

•

Dividing the words into tokens (Tokenization).
5

•

Stemming.

Moreover, Magliani et al. (2016) stated the importance of removing tabs and line breaks, and
that the idea in data pre-processing is to make the tweet text uniform and of less noise, and they
illustrated the importance of data pre-processing and how it can affect the classifier
performance. Moreover, the lack of available corpora for foresight demonstrating is a huge
stumbling block in developing credible algorithms to detect fake news. Rubin et al. (2016)
provided a model for detecting parody and comedy in news items as well. They examined and
evaluated 360 sarcastic news pieces in four categories: civics, science, business, and "delicate
news". They proposed an SVM model based on their analysis of the sarcastic news, which
consisted primarily of 5 features. Absurdity, Humor, Grammar, Negative Affect, and Punctuation
are the five highlights. Their highest level of accuracy, 90 percent, was achieved by combining
only three elements: absurdity, grammar, and punctuation. Furthermore, Horne and Adali (2017)
demonstrated how easy it is to distinguish between fake and authentic content. Fake news titles,
in their opinion, contain fewer stop words and things, but more things and action words. They
separated the numerous components into three categories as follows:
•

Intricacy highlights draw attention to the text's complexity and consistency.

•

The quantity of emotion words and easygoing words, for example, are used in brain
research to define and assess the mental interaction and individual anxieties concealed
inside the compositions.

•

Extensive features, such as the number of action words and the number of objects, reflect
the writers' style and the text's linguistic structure.
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Conroy et al. (2015) described the Linguistic Cue Approaches with Machine Learning, Bag of
words method, Rhetorical Structure and discourse analysis, Network Examination Draws Near,
and SVM classifiers. These models are solely text-based, with very little or no augmentation for
current approaches. In addition, Chen et al. (2015) discusses that click baiting in online platform
are the equivalent of journals tabloid. They've depicted click baiting as a form of rapid
dissemination of rumors and lies over the internet. Expected tactics for programmed location of
deceptive material have been mentioned by the authors to be tricky. They carried out lexical and
semantic levels of investigation when creating content signals. Zhang, J. et al. (2018) looked into
the criteria, tactics, and computations used for identifying misleading news items, as well as
topics from online social networking sites, and evaluating their reach and execution. The paper
also presented research challenges based on the invisible characteristics of fake news and various
connections between news items, authors, and subjects. The authors also looked at the Fake
News Detector model, which is a programmed fake news derivation model. It is based on literary
order and employs a deep neural network model to become acquainted with the depictions of
news articles, producers, and issues all at once.
In term of the supervised classification methods, Cobo et al. (2015) worked on classification of
relevant and non-relevant words to an earth-quake in Chile, they did it on two selected features,
the user-based where they look at the account followers and profile, and the content-based,
where text mining is done, also, they used multiple classifiers, such as Logistic Regression,
Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes, and to evaluate the models they looked
at precision, recall, F-score, area under the curve (AUC). In addition, Ashktorab et al. (2014) and
Imran et al. (2016) followed similar models and evaluation measures, however, Ashktorab et al.
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(2014) used K nearest neighbor (KNN) as well. Additionally, Hörtenhuemer et al. (2020) used a
multi-aspect classification ensemble to profile Real from Fake news, their goal were to
automatically detect if a text is faking news in social media platforms, the tweets where either
assigned that it were written by fake news spreaders or, written by truth-tellers. They extracted
multiple features from the text, such as Bag of Words (BOW), N-grams, Term Frequency-Inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF), and several other techniques to aid in better setting the tweets
features.
In contrast, for the unsupervised classification methods, Kumar et al. (2020) worked in prioritizing
tweets over others to aid the disaster relief organizations and help them in decision making and
in arranging their task, they classified tweets as either informative or non-informative,
informative tweets are those where people are asking for help, or provided information about
damage on infrastructure, injured or dead people, while the other type (non-informative) that
can be such as prayers, thanking messages, etcetera. To classify tweets text, they relied on longshort-term-memory (LSTM) and deep neural network.
All of the above authors agreed to some degree on the limitation while classifying tweets, and
those limitations were: tweets size (140 characters earlier, now 280 characters), non-standard
abbreviation, and grammatical errors.
To sum up, tweets text classifications is very common in the literature, with different applications
varying brand marketing to political campaigns and others. Scholars perform necessary data
preparation to upbring the quality of the dataset text, and then introduce it to several potential
classifiers such as Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, KNN, and SVM, and accordingly, evaluating the
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models based on common parameters such as F-score, accuracy, recall, and precision, that are
calculated using the confusion matrix.
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Chapter 3: Project Description
3.1 Project Overview
The project will go through multiple steps to eventually achieve the primary objective of
building a classification model that can classify real from fake text. After selecting the dataset,
the project will start by performing exploratory data analysis (EDA) and data visualization for the
selected data set. Moreover, data pre-processing steps will be performed to clean the data, deal
with empty cells, and try to improve the quality of the data set before reaching the data modeling
step. Upon building the model based on the clean data set, the models will be tested based on
the proper metrics to evaluate its performance. Furthermore, RStudio software will be used to
perform all data related tasks.

3.2 Data Set Overview
The data set is obtained from Kaggle website, which is a popular site and an online
community for data scientist and machine learning (ML) practitioner, which provides a wide
variety of data science and ML problems. The problem am tackling is “Natural Language
Processing with Disaster Tweets”, which is a competition posted by the website, it contains two
datasets that consist of 10,876 tweets, a training dataset (train.csv, 7,613 rows), and testing
dataset (test.csv, 3,262 rows), the difference between the two datasets is that the training
dataset contains a target attribute while the testing dataset does not, and that it because it is a
competition where they want to test competitors. Consequently, for this project I will be
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selecting the training dataset only as the main dataset, and divide it between a training and
testing subsets, in order to be able to evaluate the model after all.
Dataset Link: https://www.kaggle.com/c/nlp-getting-started/data
The train.csv dataset contains five attributes, as shows in the below table:

No

Attribute

Attribute Description

Format

1

id

A unique id identifier to each tweet

double

2

keyword

A particular keyword from the tweet text

chr

3

location

The location the tweet was sent from

chr

4

text

The text of the tweet

chr

5

target

The target output, whether a tweet is about real
disaster (1) or not (0)

double

Table 1: Data set Attribute Description

The data set contains some null values, and they are on the keyword and location attributes,
which might require data pre-processing steps to deal with them.
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis
4.1 Data Understanding
To begin, we first must learn and study the working data set, this step is very important to try
and highlight some features and characteristics about our data set. For example, the five
attributes must be looked at individually in term of structure, type, occurrence, null values, and
so. In addition, exploratory data analysis (EDA) will include the generation of word cloud,
estimating sentiments, plotting attributes to learn more about them such as keyword and
location features.
The following steps were performed is RStudio software.

4.1.1 Data set exploration
First, we will load all required libraries to perform exploratory data analysis (EDA), visualization,
data pre-processing, data modeling and evaluation, as well as the working data set, into RStudio
software:

Figure 1: Importing the data set

Then, the structure, summary, and null value of the data set were found:
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Figure 2: Data set structure

Figure 3: Data set Summary

Figure 4: Data set null values

From the figures below, we can see that our data set consists of 7,613 observations of 5 variables.
The first variable, “id”, is a unique identification number (integer) that is associated with each
record. “Keyword” is a character variable, that is about a keyword in each tweet. “location” is
also of char type, and it refers to the location where the tweets were posted from. “text” is the
main attribute in this dataset, it is of char type as well, and it is the body of the tweet. Finally, the
last variable is “target” and it is an integer of either “1” or “0”, target refers to the output and
the label of each record, with “1” referring to yes, that the tweet is referring to a real disaster,
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while “0” is referring to fake disaster tweets. Furthermore, from checking the null values, we can
see that “id” and “target” does not have any null values, while “Keyword” has 61 missing values,
“location” has 2533 null values, and “text” have 697 null values, as shown in the below figure”

Figure 5: Missing Value Percentage

It is clear that the train.csv data set contains missing null values of 8.6%, and this is will be
considered during the coming steps.
Next, “target” variable was visualized, as shown in the pie chart below:
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Figure 6: Distribution of Target Column

It is observed that the data set contains more records of “0” label, which refers to fake disaster
tweets than the number of “1” label records, with the first being of 57% of the total data set. One
solution that is going to be tested is to sample an equal amount of tweets for both labels in order
to have a balance subset that consist of 50% for each target variable.

4.1.2 Keyword and Location pre-processing
Then, we assigned “no_keyword” for the empty cells in the “Keyword” column, and
“no_location” for the null “location” variable, as shown in the figures below:

Figure 7: Dealing with null values

Also, we created a new variable “real” that is either “yes” or “no” which refers if the tweet is
about a real disaster or not.
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Figure 8: Null value after data pre-processing

After performing data pre-processing for keyword and location features, we can see that they
contain to null values.
Then, we checked the most re-occurring keywords for each target variable, as shown in the figure
below:

Figure 9: Top 10 repeated keywords for each output

We can see that some of the top 10 re-occurring words are shared between both target, such as
“emergency”, “fire”, “storm” and “disaster”. Words such as “suicide”, “bombing”, “burning”, and
“buildings” are mostly associated with real disaster. In contrast, words such as “body”, “up”,
“Armageddon”, and “ruin” are associated with fake tweets. The shared tweets clearly shows a
challenge for the classifier to distinguish the labeling of tweet, because as discussed earlier, some
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words are used as a metaphor or an irony to describe an event rather than using those words
literally.
Also, an analysis was performed on the missing keyword, as shown in the graph below:

Figure 10: Missing keywords percentage per target

It is clearly shown that there are more missing keyword entries in real disaster when compared
to fake disaster, and this is spite being the “0” target consisting of more records in the whole data
set. However, both are less than 2% of total records.
The same steps were performed to “location” variable, the top 10 re-occurring locations per
target were plotted:
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Figure 11: Top 10 recurring locations

It is clear that the data set location data is not very precise, where it is observed that the location
is just a characters entries, we can see entries such as USA, and United States that have the exact
meaning. In addition, lots of the entries are referring to States or Cities within the United States,
such as “New York”, “Washington, DC”, “Los Angeles, CA”, and “Florida”. In general, most tweets
are from the US for both targets, we can also see that real disasters took place in “Nigeria”,
“India”, “UK” and “London”, while for the fake disaster, also “London” and “UK” are recurring
entries.

4.1.3 Tweet text exploration – Real Disasters
In this subsection, the main interesting variable in the data set, “text”, which is the tweet text
itself is going to be explored more, and pre-processed in order to have it ready for the modeling
step.
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First, the data set is split into two subsets, based on the target variable (1 and 0), and for each
subset, a corpus will be created, and then it will undergo data cleaning, then it a term document
matrix (TDM) will be created based on it, which will be visualized into a word cloud, and the
sentiment of the TDM will be calculated. Also, a text file “stop_words_english.txt” is imported,
the text file includes lots of stop words (854 words) that are to be removed from the tweets.
This section will focus mainly on Real Disaster subset.

Figure 12: Sub setting Real Disasters and creating a corpus

In the above step, the subset for real disaster and a corpus for the text variable is created, then,
the figure below shows the code of the data cleaning:
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Figure 13: Data Cleaning - Real Disasters

Here, we removed symbols, transform text into lower case, removed numbers, stop words, stop
words from the imported text file, punctuations, and white spaces. A TDM is created based on
the clean text data. The TDM includes two attributes, “word” and “freq”, so after performing
data cleaning, we are left with the TDM that include all remaining words, with the frequency of
their occurrence. Then, a word cloud is created based on the TDM, the term “word cloud” refers
to the visualization of the occurrence of words. The larger the word in the word cloud means it
is more frequent in the text. Word cloud are popular way that are used in text material, and they
are used in all relevant applications. They can be used to study Twitter content and evaluate the
opinions of people on certain topic or to stop hate speech. The figure below is the generated
word cloud for tweets of real disasters:
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Figure 14: Word Cloud - Real Disaster Tweets

It is clearly observed that the most frequent words are “news”, “california”, and “disaster”, and
there are other words such as “suicide”, “police”, “people”, and “killed”. To investigate more, a
bar plot is generated based on the top 10 recurring words within the word cloud:
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Figure 15: Top 10 Words - Real Disasters

Then, the sentiment of the real disaster TDM was calculated using NRC Dictionary, where we can
have a closer look about the general feeling from those tweets. The NRC Dictionary mainly have
10 sentiments, and they are: “Anger”, “Anticipation”, “disgust”, “fear”, “joy”, “sadness”,
“surprise”, and “trust”. The bar plot below shows the calculated estimate of the real disasters:
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Figure 16: Sentiment Analysis of Real Disasters Words

Figure 16 illustrates that most words sentiments are linked with “fear”, followed by “trust”,
“sadness” and then “anger”. It is very clear that most words are giving a negative impression.
While the least sentiments are “joy”, and “surprise”, which means that negative sentiments are
dominating the real disaster tweets.

4.1.4 Tweet text exploration – Fake Disasters
In this subsection, we will perform similar steps as the previous section, but the focus is going to
be on the fake disaster tweets. So the subset will contain only the fake disaster tweets, and data
cleaning, TDM, and visualization will be performed to it.
the main interesting variable in the data set, “text”, which is the tweet text itself is going to be
explored more, and pre-processed in order to have it ready for the modeling step.
First, the data set is split into two subsets, based on the target variable (1 and 0), and for each
subset, a corpus will be created, and then it will undergo data cleaning, then it a term document
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matrix (TDM) will be created based on it, which will be visualized into a word cloud, and the
sentiment of the TDM will be calculated. Also, a text file “stop_words_english.txt” is imported,
the text file includes lots of stop words (854 words) that are to be removed from the tweets.
This section will focus mainly on Real Disaster subset.

Figure 17: Sub setting fake disaster tweets and creating a corpus

In the above step, the subset for fake disaster and a corpus for the text variable is created, then,
the figure below shows the code of the data cleaning:

Figure 18: Data Cleaning - Fake Disasters
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The steps performed are the exact same data cleaning steps that were performed on the real
disaster tweets subset. The text is cleaned and a TDM is created for the fake disaster tweets,
which contains the two attributes, “word” and “freq”. So, a word cloud will also be generated for
fake disaster tweets TDM:

Figure 19: Word Cloud - Fake Disaster Tweets

A clear observation of the word cloud can tell us that the most common words are “body”, “love”,
“people” and “video”, followed by “emergency”, “youtube”, and “time”. When comparing it to
the real disaster word cloud, we can see that the word “people” is appearing in both word clouds,
while the remaining are not. Then, we will plot the top 10 recurring words within the word cloud:
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Figure 20: Top 10 Words - Fake Disasters

Also, we can see that the most recurring words in fake disaster does not exceed 100 time, while
multiple words frequency passed 100 in the real disaster tweets, despite the fake disaster tweets
being of more records than the real disaster tweets. Then, we will also plot the sentiment plot
for the fake disaster, as it was done for the real disaster tweets:

Figure 21: Sentiment Analysis for Fake Disaster Words
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The sentiment plot shows that “fear” is the dominant sentiment, followed by “trust”, “anger”,
and “sadness”, while “joy” and “surprise” are the least sentiments estimated. This is similar to
the trend found in Sentiment plot for the real disaster tweets, which can tell us that sentiments
analysis by itself cannot distinguish between if a certain word is expressed in a negative way or
just been used as a metaphor, and this is expected where the method used just takes the TDM
in consideration and not the whole tweet (context).

4.2 Data Pre-processing
In this section, after performing data exploration and visualization for the working data set, then
comes the pre-processing part in the CRISP-DM process. In the previous section, we performed
data pre-processing and cleaning while exploring the data set, and similar steps will be followed
here prior to the model building part.
In any machine learning problem, data preprocessing is equally as important as model
construction, and usually it requires more time and effort than any other step. Text data is one of
the unstructured types of data accessible, and dealing with human language is quite challenging.
Text preprocessing is a method for cleaning and preparing text data to be used in a model. In
addition to other elements, text information incorporates elements such as sentiments,
accentuation, and text in an alternate case. When it comes to Human Language, there are many
ways to say the same thing (irony, humor, metaphor), and this is challenging to the machines, as
they cannot understand words and context.
Data pre-processing for the text data will be as follow:
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•

Computer deciphers lower case and capitalized letters differently, and to avoid such
problems, all word letters will be transformed to lower case,

•

Remove words and numbers that contain digits: When words and digits are combined in
a text, it creates a challenge for machines to comprehend. As a result, words and digits
that are combined, such as game57 or game5ts7, should be avoided. Because this type of
phrase is difficult to understand, it is preferable to discard it or replace it with an empty
string.

•

Stop words are the most common terms in a text that provide no useful information.
Words like they, there, this, there, and others are included in stop words. A list of prevent
words was acquired from the internet and utilized to eliminate the stop words. Different
words, such as http and https that were previously omitted from our stop word list were
manually added.

•

Special characters that were present in the tweets which includes @, /, $ and emoji’s were
removed from the dataset.

•

Dataset is divided into two sets, one for training the model and another one for testing
the model. The training dataset is used by model to learn while the performance of the
trained model is evaluated on the testing set created in this step.

The following are the steps performed in RStudio:
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Figure 22: Data selection - modeling part

In the chunk above, “text” and “target” are the only feature selected, as we will train our output
variable, “target”, based on the input variable, “text”, and we omitted any null values in “text”
column, recalling figure 4, where we learned that the data set contains 697 null values in “text”
column.
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Figure 23: Text data cleaning

In figure 23, we performed data cleaning to the text data, changing all letters to lower case,
removing stop words, whitespaces, punctuations, numbers, and symbols.

Figure 24: Data Partition

Then, a data partition was created with a ratio of 80/20 training to testing subset, and we
performed the partition on the original and the cleaned subsets.
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Figure 25: Changing TDM to a data frame

Then, the training and testing subset corpuses are to be transformed to a data frame, in order to
be ready to be used in the data modeling part.

Finally, after applying all the above data preprocessing steps, we got a cleaned data, a training,
and a testing subset, ready to be used in the modeling part, the training dataset consist of 5,534
observations, while the testing dataset consist of 1,382 observations, of total of 1,023 variables,
one is “target” while the rest are the TDM.

4.3 Data Modeling
In the modeling section, we will use the pre-processed training subset to train the machine
learning model, and then we will build a confusion matrix to check how the model perform
against the unseen testing subset.
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4.3.1 Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a useful model that sorts data with different features. SVM
applies linear function hypothesis in high dimensional space, it creates a (p-1) dimensional
hyperplane in p-dimensional space, in order to separate classes. Also, SVM applies margin
maximization, which is a technique to select the optimum hyperplane that splits classes. (James,
et. al, 2013). SVM and Naive Bayes have been considered as one of the most successful and
extensively used text classification methods among all classification approaches. SVMs have the
unique quality of being able to learn regardless of the dimensionality of the feature space. This
suggests that if our data is separable with a large margin using functions from the hypothesis
space, we can generalize even in the presence of numerous features. The optimum parameter
selection is one that yields the hypothesis with the smallest VC- Dimension. This eliminates the
need for costly cross-validation and allows for entirely automated parameter tweaking (Z. Wang
et. al, 2006).

In RStudio, we used the SVM function and confusion matrix, as seen in the following chunk:

Figure 26: SVM Classifier

The model dependent output variable “target”, while the rest of the TDM are the independent
variables. After building the model, using the prediction and confusion matrix, the accuracy was
estimated:
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Figure 27: SVM Confusion Matrix

We can see that the accuracy estimated through the confusion matrix in 79.59%.

4.3.2 K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier
One of the most fundamental machine learning algorithms is the K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN) algorithm. The algorithm's purpose is to classify objects into one of the machine-learned
sample group's stated classes. Based on their mutual Euclidean distance, KNN identifies the most
similar objects from a set of sample groups. The TF-IDF method is a numerical statistic that may
be used to calculate the weighting of each term in a document. The approach's applications
include NLP, information retrieval, and text mining. The method determines the weight, which is
a statistic for determining the importance of phrases in a document collection. The text's
prominence rises in direct proportion to the number of times it appears in the papers. The
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learning step follows preprocessing and document preparation. The algorithm determines the
core papers with which each new document will be compared. The algorithm analyses where a
document belongs in the classification system by examining just the training documents that are
the most comparable to it. The technique assumes that documents may be classified as points in
Euclidean space. (B. Trstenjak, et. al 2013).

In RStudio, we used the KNN function and confusion matrix, as seen in the following chunks:

Figure 28: KNN Classifier

Figure 29: KNN Confusion Matrix
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We can clearly observe that the accuracy is 99.13%, which is very high and considered to be
overfitted, and this is although we have selected the lowest possible value of k, which is one.

4.3.3 Naïve Bayes Classifier
According to J. Chen, et al. (2009), Naïve Bayes model, which is based on classical
mathematics theory, has a strong mathematical foundation and a consistent categorization
efficiency. The model also has a wide range of applications because it only requires a few
estimated parameters, is not overly sensitive to missing data, and is simple to execute. The Naive
Bayes classifier may be built in two methods. The polynomial model MNB is one, while the
multivariate Bernoulli model BNB, often known as the Binary independent model, is the other.
The following are the primary changes between the two models:
•

When representing a document, whether to take the frequency of occurrence of a phrase
into account. The polynomial MNB model considers not only if a word appears, but also
how frequently it appears, whereas the multivariate Bernoulli BNB model just considers
whether lexical items appear.

•

The words in the report do not appear to have differential arrangement effects. The
obscure word thing does not play a role in classifying in the polynomial MNB model, but
it should be shown in the multivariate Bernoulli BNB model, which means that the nonseeming word thing should be used as a factor in determining the back probability to
determine the record classification.

Polynomial MNB classification approach provides the following benefits over multivariate
Bernoulli model:
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•

When numerous essential characteristics are merged to create a categorization choice,
Multinomial MNB can exhibit a higher classification result.

•

The MNB is more resistant to idea drift and noise characteristic polynomial.

• In both the training and classification processes, the time complexity is linear. As a result,
our research is based on the MNB algorithm.

In RStudio, we used the Naïve Bayes function and confusion matrix, as seen in the following
chunks:

Figure 30: Naive Bayes Classifier
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Figure 31: Naive Bayes Confusion Matrix

We can clearly observe that the accuracy is 64.83%, which is very low.

4.3.4 XGBoost Classifier
XGBoost stands for eXtreme Gradient Boosting, and it is an open source supervised scalable
machine learning method that try to combine multiple weaker models, to achieve a better model.
According to Chen, et al. (2016), XGBoost is widely used by data scientists in solving machine
learning problem. They claim that it is been the dominant machine learning algorithm used in
competition in Kaggle Website, including a problem of Text Web Classification.

In RStudio, we used the XGBoost function and confusion matrix, as seen in the following chunks:
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Figure 32: XGBoost Classifier

Figure 33: XGBoost Confusion Matrix

The confusion matrix above shows that XGBoost model scored an accuracy of 77.93%.
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4.4 Results
In the modeling part, we used four supervised machine learning models, and they are SVM, KNN,
Naïve Bayes, and XGBoost. In the first trial, the training and testing split was 80/20, and we used
the original subset which had more data consisting of one class over the other. In that trial, SVM
and XGBoost scored a good accuracy of 79.6% and 77.9% respectively, while KNN accuracy was
too high and became overfitted, and Naïve Bayes accuracy was too low (65%). Furthermore, we
performed three more trials for all four models, we tried to sample equal observation for each
class and ran the model. Then, we changed the split to 75/25 and ran the model based on the
original subset, and on an equal amount of sampled observation of both classes. Table 2 outlines
all the results accuracies:

80/20 Split
Model

Original
Subset

75/25 Split

Sampled Subset

Original Subset

Sampled Subset

SVM

0.7959

0.768

0.7766

0.7774

KNN

0.9913

0.994

0.9902

0.9979

Naïve Bayes

0.6483

0.601

0.6279

0.6055

XGBoost

0.7793

0.7603

0.7703

0.7692

Table 2: Model Accuracies Results
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It is clear that among the four different trials conditions. The first condition, 80/20 split, using the
original dataset rather than an equal sample dataset, is better than all other models. To explore
more, below is full performance table for that trial:
Model

Accuracy

Kappa

Sensitivity

Specificity

SVM

0.7959

0.569

0.9048

0.6473

KNN

0.9906

0.9807

0.9876

0.9948

Naïve Bayes

0.6483

0.2109

0.6327

0.7379

XGBoost

0.7793

0.5304

0.7570

0.8298

Table 3: Trial 1 Model Performance Metrics

In term of accuracy, KNN has the highest accuracy, but it is too high it became overfitted, then
SVM and XGBoost have reasonable accuracies of approximately 79.6% and 78.0% respectively,
while Naïve Bayes accuracy is very low at 65%.
Kappa is a metric that can be used to compare classifiers to each other, it ranges between 0 and
1, the higher better the classifier, the higher is Kappa. Kappa values follow similar behavior as
accuracies, so the models are sorted in the same way.
Sensitivity is the percentage of positive that was correctly predicted as positive (TP) divided by
the total number of positive (P). In our problem, it means that we are dividing the number of
correctly identified tweets as real disaster tweets (TP), to the total number of real disaster tweets
(True Positive/False Negative). By looking at table 3, we can see KNN obviously have the highest
percentage of true positive prediction because of the overfitting, and Naïve Bayes have the
lowest because of the poor performance of the model. However, when comparing SVM and
XGBoost, they both have close accuracies, while in term of sensitivity, SVM performs better with
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a value of 0.9048 while XGBoost value is 0.7570, this means that SVM is better in term of
identifying the positive predictions.
Specificity is a measure of the true negative rate, so it is the fraction of true negative (TN) to the
total number of negatives (N), which consist of both true negative (TN) and false negative (FN).
As expected, KNN will have the highest specificity. Unlike sensitivity, here XGBoost classifier
performed better than SVM, with a value of almost 0.83 while SVM value is 0.65. One interesting
finding is the value of Naïve Bayes, although it had the lowest accuracy, kappa, and sensitivity,
the value of it here is 0.74, so in term of true negative rate, it performed better than SVM.
To sum up, we produced one model that is overfitted (KNN), and one model with poor
performance (Naïve Bayes), while SVM and XGBoost had reasonable accuracies between 78-80%,
SVM is performing better in term of sensitivity (true positive rate), while XGBoost is performing
better in term of specificity (true negative rate).
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
In conclusion, the project aim was to try and build a model that can classify whether a piece of
text is referring to a real disaster or not, which eventually can help in identifying real disaster and
filtering out fake ones, in order to help for a better response for the concerned team. The
literature review covered how text analysis and classification is approached and the best
techniques to be followed. The project demonstrated a realistic way to try and detect suspicious
piece of text, as a binary machine learning problem. The main issue facing the machine is to be
able to identify whether certain text is referring to a real disaster or not. Furthermore, the
working dataset contained labelled tweets, whether they are referring to real disaster or not.
CRISP-DM methodology was followed (expect for deployment phase), business understanding in
our case refers to the importance of the problem we are trying to solve, then we performed data
exploration, data pre-processing, data modeling and evaluation. Finally, we successfully built four
supervised machine learning models, and they are KNN, SVM, XGBoost, and Naïve Bayes, the
accuracies were 99%, 80%, 78%, and 65% respectively, and we concluded that the first model
was overfitted, while the last one performed poorly. Also, we observed that although SVM and
XGBoost performed reasonably and had accuracies of 80% and 78%, the first one was better in
identifying true positive, while the latter is better in identifying true negatives.
Performances vary because of different reasons, the method used in the model building was
building a TDM and build the model based on it, which does not take the context of a sentence
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in consideration. The problem here is again, it will be hard for the machine to identify whether a
certain word will be used with a literal meaning, or used metaphorically.

5.2 Recommendations
To improve the performance of the classifiers, other approaches to the text mining and
classification should be tried. For instance, the method used here is to clean the text data, then
creating a corpus and a TDM that contains all the remaining word and to build the model based
on the relationship between the TDM and the target variable. To extend, other methods that
takes context into consideration should be tested. For example, a new variable can be created
which counts the number of words per tweet or number of characters, and try to relate it to the
output variable. Moreover, the used model, such as XGBoost, can undergoes parameters tuning
which might yield a higher accuracy, one challenge was the time it takes to build the model. Also,
other models can be tested such as neural network in Keras packages and compare its result with
other models.
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